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Letter to
the Reader
I would j~st very much like to thank you for picking up
our latest issue of Nexus literary journal. It's taken a ton of
effort th_is quarter an? it is a huge pleasure for me to finally
pre~ent it to you. We re also excited to be featuring inter
nationally acclaimed poets such as Marge Piercy alongside
local talents like Josh Bledsoe and Jeremy Price in our issue,
themed Mythology. Again, thanks for checking us out. I
hope that these works inspire, entertain, and move you.

Sincerely,

1he Nexus Staff
Editor: Dave Nichols
Assistant Editor: Phil Estes
Copy Editor: Jessica Graue
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mood, and content. We neither endorse nor prohibit any
particular genre or stylistic approach.
Each submission should include a cover letter with a brief
biographical statement and the following contact informa
tion: artist's name, address, e-mail address, and telephone
number. Our preferred means of submission is via e-mail,
but we continue to accept print submissions. Please note
that we do not return submissions.
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Nancy Cherry

Demeter

If it isn't Persephone haunting our dreams,
it's her mother--all light and darkness
like a closet of clothes, or the window
that wakes us with morning before
the streetlight dims. Sooner or later,
we meet her in the hallway, toast on our breath,
milk-laced coffee. We nod in passing.
She moves slowly, a cloud in the dark,
her flannel printed with small commas.
Later, it's the hall we remember-glint of Olefin vinyl running
downhill toward what was Christmas,
an anniversary, or the shared cake.
And if it isn't our mothers, it is we
who inhabit the tableau--the woman standing
casually above the children, hanging an ornament;
the woman exhaling in relief as her picture
is taken with the tree, the cat, and the others.
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B.Z. Niditch

Panic Attacks
She calls them,
"Blitzkrieg raids,"
when near sundown
and losing it all
in a swarmy motion,
left without verbal advice
yet stalking every faint moment,
she telephones to tell me
how time is sheeted,
riddled with flayed messages
sirens, flashbacks, stigmatas,
voices, racing tongues
and every catechized expression
tries to make this cold phantom
disappear from her damp foreign body.
Suggesting pink pills
or an herbal cupped tea
feeling for that first communion,
an old Little Lulu strip
or a comic TV cartoon
wishing for some cosmic clue
for this rational subversion,
putting on holiday candelabras
imagining a salient sea,
a beach full of hygienic kids,
waters her Brazilian rubber plants
hums that diminished Beethoven chord
stuffs a chocolate bear inside out,
tries to meditate on cherubim
seeking some stop of red light
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Hugh Jones

Ponder-Glimpse
that could calm her
from iced swollen masks
of the next begotten moment.

(high measures)
They asked me if I wished
to participate in some kinda
test where guys look at old
tintypes of mature women as
viewed nude from back behind
I said, oh I suppose so, I can use
the money although it paid nothing
we still went to the campus Psych
building and watched archaic-like
impressions of elderly half-clothed
females with bare bottoms wearing
blank looks upon their faces, etched
pseudo computer
forms portraying
figures similar
to Rorschach tests
of self-perception which show
Antiquated ink-blots to the many
kinks like me who can
imagine bodies floating in some
sort of guarded off-list
garnishee in dual-dimensioned frames
held up to one's persona so to elicit
lust reactions, short looks into one's
own soul that can be close recorded.
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Jennifer Harmer

Roland Francis
Harmer
An alien apparition,
machines operating like organs,
pumping blood and breath.
Light gone from the eyes
I've been tucked away in a solitary, overly-sterile cell
reeking of formaldehyde and stale hospital food
living in a barren entity that feels more like a rock than chair,
witnessing visitors pass by like cars on a highway
fast and unmindful

And there's my father,
a science project gone awry
with tubes winding forever down, around and through his body
And there's the head Decision Maker,
looking at her watch as if my eyes
would catch on fire inside their sockets
if I should take one second longer than ten
I love you
is all I have time to mumble

Decision makers in white lab coats deem me unable
to understand or handle my father's fate
This is the last day, my mother whispers
I know, but I really don't.
She grabs my hand,
more to stabilize herself than me
I am once again seperated in the stale cell,
a Decision Maker intruding in the doorway nods over to me,
She shouldn't see him/ it will only upset her,
my mother boils over with courage
Let her make her peace.
Ten seconds then.
Saying goodbye to half of yourself in ten seconds.
The room is filled with the humming of machines,
puffs of air forced from ventilators
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Sam Kelly

Dominoes In
Queens

Rick Smith

The Need For
Miracles
(for Val Sigstedt, stained glass maker)
When we become uncomfortable in our weeping
we scan for miracles on bark,
for evidence glistening
on our fingertips.
Stigmata for the seekers,
postcards from the holy trinity.
They slide Erika into the MRI chamber
on rails. She is counting crickets.
She loves the sound of crickets.
The ceiling of the lab is sky blue
so she sees it just before the disordered percussion of
jackhammer and submarine sound
takes over. She sees an eggshell grid
and can almost touch it with her tongue. It's
best not to look but if she can see
sky or grass before she slides in,
it helps. Healing is blue and it is green.
Stained glass shards and panels in
lead grooves up high. Rose, green, sky blue
shards hold her place in sanity.
In fact, if one piece is missing, she will notice.
Some red
in that canopy
could save a life, too.
Fireflies in June, fire trucks in September.
Or where we live now,
by the groves,
the smell of them:
blood oranges & fever rising.
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William Meyer

This time a handful
of toy fire trucks
and broken glass
deliver us from the need
for other miracles.

The Massive
Bowels of
Thomas
Wolfe
They were just bone-fallacious,
being good American-fatties
--these transparent eyeballs RE:
writing the CBS EVENING NEWS
and red-proud, denuding
the aged charms of Katie Courtsey.
Propaganda?-the bodies of Perkins, Faulkner
graced the cutting-room ash-villes.
And critics howled like Ginsberg.
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Rebecca Lilly

Aphorisms &
Haikus
One blackbird stays perched
On the horse fence, as if saying,
"'Course I'm not afraid!"
Sun-up; caravans
Of ants from an apple core
Passing on asphalt
Shadow tapestries
Of crows resting in cypress ...
The frost-etched starlight
Muffled hospice lamps-Beyond: the moon-cast shadows
Of a snowed pine stand

Neal Zirn

Bird Dream
The present caretaker
of Treblinka concentration
prison camp grounds
says the birds never
sing there.
When I was a child,
I dreamed my grandparents,
and I, were in a supermarket.
My grandparents were naked,
and the Germans came to the
check-out, and took them away.
They put my grandfather
in a cell without windows,
seated, with his hands
folded around his knees.
Now I often dream,
of naked birds singing.
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Jesse Ferguson

Robert Lee Mahon

Lady MacBeth in

Army Ants
Amazonian
tribes have used soldier ants to suture wounds/
.
snappmg off the bodies and leavmg the heads in place.
-National Geographic

The army ant totes twelve words on his backI
writes them in pheromones on leaf litter·I
at least eight of the lot amount to "attack."
His quiet stylus antennae skitterI
writing with pheromones in leaf litter
a long cursive scrawl for his chums to track.
His quiet stylus antennae skitterI
skittle and scuttle, engineer-exact,
laying cursive scrawl for his mates to track
to some soon-to-be-dead tasty critter.
Skittishly scuttling, engineer-exact,
they clamp on with grins clever and chipper
to some soon-to-be-dead tasty critter
that, sore-beset, genuflects and slops slack
beneath pincer grins, clever and chipper,
and is slung Altas-like on some wee back.
Whatever beasts genuflect and slop slack-
be they Hercules beetle or warbler-they are trophied Atlas-like on some wee back.
You might wonder as you feel the pincers
(be you Hercules beetle or warbler)
at the vocabulary of attack;
you might wonder as you feel the pincers,
as the army ant totes you on his back.
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the Old Folks'
Horne

She wanders abroad, muttering, up and down stairs
At all hours: like Lady MacBeth, except she has
No incarnadined guilt to wash out, her hands are clean. Her
hairs
Are grey, age is her only sin. She has
Gone senile instead, and there's the difference between
Art and life, there's the rub; there is no guilt in her, no fault,
No way the playwright or audience can lean
On her. She has done nothing. No fault,
No guilt, no Lady, no play. And the play's
The thing, of course, wherein the conscience ...
Yet she had nothing to lay
Upon her conscience, nothing. Medical science
Tells us there are no spots: it's merely the brain
Shutting down as the blood supply is cut off. The connections
erode. The memory ...
Goes ... And, syllable by syllable, the long-remembered
endearments that have lain
There for years disappear. Ah, Lady, you should have survived
to senility,
And seen the real world, the real universe,
The one beyond even the babbling of the witches, the end
Beyond mere murder and nonsense verse:
The one your husband, perhaps, glimpsed before his end.
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Dennis Herrell

High Society

Ira Joel Haber

Factory

Atmy
(sweet Mary I swear it)
very last party in River Oaks
I wandered in & out
of communication
met the earnest faces
nodded at the proper times
matched each smile
with smile
and found myself finally
at my lucid best
sitting on the floor
watching the social world
through the inverted V
of Mrs. Crenshaw's jeans.
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Marge Piercy

January The First
The sky clears of the scruffy clouds
grey as dustballs. Now cold arrows
in with a pale gold asthmatic sun.
Another year dries up like something
spilled. Just a little residue
sugary in the bottom of the glass.

Jennifer Money

My Life as a Bean
Shaking
From too much coffee
Or too many
Thoughts
Packagedtightlylike
Coffee beans
(Sealed for freshness)

I hate New Year's Eve with its amateur
drunks passing out with their faces
in the food, puking on the porch.
It's not my holiday and no holy day
to anyone, just a night of seeking
fun in all the wrong places
as if fun were a lost dog who would
surely come if you whistled
long enough; as if fun
were a toy you could buy that wouldn't
immediately break. It's a puppy
chasing its tail round and round-so tantalizing, the illusion of something
to scratch the nerve itch of boredom
a martini that tastes of ashes.
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Ira Joel Haber

Dennis 1968

Hugh Jones

Out Western Plains
(to Carla)

/curls computer's keyboard,
comes a slip
a surly thought, a
sudden muse, the hour late/
A pretty girl from Mexico,
my cerebellum, did she stay
down by the railroad there?
Came a game sly
stealth and hide,
a tease of feels, the
sunset blew across her
feisty caramel bottom,
I heard castanets~~
moaned she sweet the do;
afterwards, Carla was
peacefu I too.
/clutched by an ancestral
touch I have lathed
poppy-seeds, with
goodly memories/
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Matt Birdsall

Spending Another
Mother's Day
with Strangers
When my father brought my mothers card there were
only five left in the whole store. It was cheesY✓ not his
style.
''Sorry about this awful card,
but I do love you."
-Tom Birdsall
You are buzzing through the halls of the ER
Cleverly creating a cathartic climax for a newborn
Survivor on one of your too many assignments, your feet hurt.
Faintheartedness upended by courage and strength.
You wonder, "Hey Hallmark, do holidays exist if
there are no cheesy, commemorative cards circulating?"
"Of course, but the day may be neglected.
Love is buying meaningless words a stranger vomited."
The hospital is sterile?
A cocaine addict came for treatment today because
he lost his mother years ago to drug abuse,
the loss had nothing to do with his problems.

You desire love, light bullshitting, an arrangement of veggies and
dip,
everyone tucked around topical discourse about jazz,
atypical meter signatures, and how you still don't understand.
but it is so damn interesting that musicians are keeping time
silently.
Instead, it is another twelve hours with patients who remind
you that even the best of us still fall down hard
hitting our heads, our veins, our noses, our livers-another batch of blasphemous reminders, testaments to ...
life.
The stab wound in room 36 was fighting with his mother
When she exclaimed she never loved him right before
stabbing him with an unsharpened pencil, missing vital
organs.
When he left he said he was going home to see her.
Both you and I know that we will see each other
When you come home around 11:45 tonight, tired and sore,
You will read my poem hoping for flowery words and images,
But instead you will find true love in black ink on white paper.

You think about the afternoon you could
have had at home with everyone on your day-
no hangovers, no ennui, no disdain,
no mess, no silence, no languor--just you and your boys.
A Sunday celebration, without sunshine,
without sing-song birds twiddling about the neighborhood,
without children clambering over the fences of strange yards.
Your day is about family. Distraction inverts connection.
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Lucas Scott Roberts

Death of a Clown
a Clown is dead. so we'll raise our seltzer bottles
for a toast, with lots of butter. we'll place
flowers on his grave and laugh
while water squirts out of them, soaking
our ruffles and smearing
our makeup. we'll
trip over our floppy shoes, land in
coconut creme pies, and
summersault
over his polka dot
coffin to say
good-bye

Barry Ballard

When Scott Died
When Scott died, I wondered if my heart could
adjust to the darkness, and what truth the mind
would shape out of its room still filled with his
stories. The sails of death were still rippling
(in the way we all refuse the bow unhooked,
like the way the Vikings let souls glide
across the sky and slowly drift away). This,
I believed, the only escape from the crippling
weight of losing a friend, a brother who
always found his world far off in the rural
struggles of simply dignity. And I
could still feel the warmth of his last day
with us, embers still sparking and rising
up like waves of heat against our mourning.
There is only one page of pain but all
Of us are unable to read it. It
Will pale to yellow and grow brittle long
Before we can look back and read over
the braided syllables of weeping. In a small
part of the world, his was a voice that could lift
the mundane into something that mattered, make songs
out of truth that only he could uncover.
So instead we buy flowers and beg the world
to stay green across the fields that slumber.
The new birds haven't quite left their nests,
as if Nature itself has paused while we furl
our arms to our chests and listen for the drummer
inside (for deeper chords that keep repeating).
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Robert Lee Mahon

Middle Age
And there is truth to see in this (though it's
never been written in stone), the same way
the sacred liquefies the granite of great
mountains. I think I found it in the horse-drawn
words of his quiet language, even the exits
his words would run to when our memories played
with the simple times of long ago. To make
into something we can grasp, the Dawn
will have no answer for that. One day on
the other side, when the sunlight strikes
the ocean with fire, when the sky reverses
itself, rumbles and tells us: Scott's heaven
is right here for everyone to see, as bright
as humility, warm like his whistled verse.
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He masturbates
to the spread legs
and sultry smiles
of the daughters
of the pictures
who first loved him.
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Craig Cotter

For Alex Hanfland
*
My memories are lies because I lie every day and that has
affected my memory.
Like we had this perfect love
when in reality I was dating a girl through some of it, and you
were jealous,
and I didn't know what to do with it.
Then you got married on me and Rose dumped me.
I have one photo of you at the front counter at Clover Pool.

*
Your 6-1 spidery 130 pound frame sat on the sand cliffs
overlooking Lake Ontario. I sat in front of you.
Your long arms held me.
We didn't talk for hours.

*
I was 17, you were 15 when we met in the pump shop of Clover
Pool.
After we'd bombed around a few weeks in my '69 Monte Carlo
(gold with black vinyl top)
your brother John came up to me at work: "I just want you to
know Alex is gay."
I looked into his dark eyes and went back to stocking shelves.

Walking to my car in Pasadena tonight, Christmas 2005,
not cold like Rochester.
We pissed on the door of a closed Chinese restaurant, drove on
the shoulders
and the wrong sides of roads, you washed your hands in your
pump shop,
saw David Bowie in the Carrier Dome, threw our empty Coke
bottles in the backseat.
By the end of summer the car chimed as we turned corners.
I asked a guy last week
if he goes to the cliffs above Hamlin Beach.
He said you can't, they're fenced off.
Can you believe it Alex? The fence and signs keep him out?
If we could meet at a summer job now when we are 17 and

15-Walking the 11 p.m. streets of Pasadena
I thought that everything I've written has been a lie, sometimes
clever ones,
that I want to stop lying.

I watch you at Don's
with the stainless steel counters and walls
eating a burger in 3 bites, your long fingers.
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Nadav Zahar

Swimming Duck

Neal Zirn

Bx. 60's

Hot hair teased up high
stiletto heels, tight black shirt
nylon, nylon, nylon
alizarin lips, ah, and rouge
"lookin' good sweetie"
backdrop the el-train
cl ickity-clack, cl ickity-clack
"Your mother's like the third rail
she gets all the juice."
Mother jokes:
"Your mother's like a police station,
the dicks go in and out."
And racist mother jokes:
"Your mother's like tar,
she's hot, black, and spreads easy."
Hah, hah, hah,
all the old mother jokes:
"Only your mother loves you
and she could be jiving too."
Moon on the roof, TV antennae
old ladies on beach chairs
in front on 3405 Gates Place.
Men in Mosholu Park playing pinochle
kids in the street with a stickball
seeing how many sewers they could hit.
Jerome Ave. el-train pulling into
Mosholu Station
cl ickity-clack, cl ickity-clack.
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Christopher Calhoun

Generation Gap
Sal's Luncheonette
grease on the grill,
grease on the walls,
grease on the fries,
grease on the hair.
Shit going down.
Marlboro, Marlboro, Marlboro
chain smoke if you like
plenty of ash-trays on Sal's counter.
And talk: have you seen Sylvia lately
and who got hurt last night?"

An old man growls
Because the car ahead
Won't go faster.
A young man laughs
Because the man in his rear-view
Mirror curses him.

Nylon, nylon, nylon
"You still look good, sweetie."
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Reid Bush

Knee Poetry

This guy on morning NPR
while I'm doing these daily
exercises I do to strengthen
my knees where the doctors
cut says everything's poetry
making me wonder the way
poetry can and start asking
in my head Really? Is this?
Is that?--about all kinds of
things
such as any paragraph
you'd care to choose from
the textbook my high school
chemistry teacher Mr. Bruce
chose for us and Nanking and
Buchenwald and my mother's
shaming diapered incontinence
before she died
while I'm on
my back on the floor beside
the radio holding first my right
and then my left leg up at 45
degrees for 20 mindless seconds
and 20 mindless repetitions each
hoping to make my muscle
stronger around my knees and
not have to quit playing
tennis weekends.

Karen R. Porter

Practice

Once a year or so
he digs himself a grave
just for practice,
says it's good to keep in touch
with earthly smells.
The neighbors don't even pay attention anymore.
They're sure he's lost his mind.
He doesn't care,
just keeps on digging,
afterwards climbing inside
to lie down and check the fit.
Sometimes he stays all day
dozing to the lullabies of songbirds,
not waking until after the sun has set.
At other times an abrupt shower
leaks into his realm
before he even has time
to fill the hole back in.
One time, and only once,
he decided to spend the night out there,
brought a blanket and bottle of wine.
But he won't do that again.
it was not worth the effort
to haul himself in and out
everytime he had to piss.
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Sam Kelly

City Cemetery

Christian Knoeller

Pruning
Some brand this dismantling of branches
a savage act, severing stem from trunk
littering the yard like an accident site
or the place a hurricane passed leaving
half the world uprooted: willows down,
brittle oak shattered, maples lifting
patches of lawn like scalps, where sparrows
tricked by sun's sudden strength begin
to father twigs, entering again their dream
of rebirth, each branch tipped with buds,
my hands carrying the scent of winter wood
for days. Others describe it as a gentle art
that shapes the future, that teaches trees
and gardeners a way to grow--this spring
ritual of loading a rusting wheelbarrow
with the eider's shattered boughs,
the maple's severed blossoming.
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Simon Perchik

*
This path could be its echo
clings to your exhausted cry
and once around one shoulder
climbs, covers the Earth
already those footsteps
mourners will use
follow as emptiness
and not answer anymore
or look: this path
coming back with stars
that no longer listen
over and over.

Simon Perchik

*
Under the bed, it's tricky, the dust
circles aimless, backward, forward
--a simple breath will pull one arm in
faster and faster till the floor
is exhausted, losing its balance
and curvature though the sky
still practices, reaching out
the way you stave off sleep
by folding and unfolding rags
over and over, collecting throwaways
as if once in the open it's easier, the dust
would take its place for later
--all it takes is the need not to rest
and though it drives everyone crazy
you have no choice, are racing against
a mop, neck and neck, bending in half
grabbing hold, unable to close
the slow climbing turn in your arm.
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Sam Kelly

Gates of Heaven

Anthony Wal storm

Falcon
Wasn't the wind in you? That time it streamed
through you, when you pulled up, folded two wings,
and flocks of birds flew close, like in bull rings,
to crowd the fence, while the sword, at zenith, gleamed.
Below, the jay was blinded by a spot
of bright sun-dazzle in its eye. No place,
while you were hidden inside radar space,
was safe from you, not even that dark clot
of life beneath could track your speed as your brown
silhouette plunged towards earth, spilling light,
and it was soundless, just the wind of flight,
and then a warm red splash as you touched down.
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Thomas Robert Barnes

Arborglyphs

Peter J. Grieco

Le Trac
Matisse at the window

She wrote with the point of a ten penny nail.
It wasn't her father or even her brother who showed her,
but an uncle who'd come back to find, to visit his trees.
Those who carved with knives cut too deep. Scarring
began to blur, then obscure the marks after a few years.
Basque shepherds left behind an indelible loneliness
in signatures, in caricature, in silhouettes of sex.
By the sixties they'd gone.
Their trees lasted some decades longer.
She traced her name with her finger
to feel the run of her former hand and as she did
thought of the picture of herself in the hall,
her own jet eyes and bangs, puffy sleeves, square skirt,
and the video of their family trip to the Pyrenees,
her mother yanking her by the arm,
like a yoyo, like a pogo stick.
She found the other names,
traced them too, her father, brothers, uncles,
and the old ones who used to sit at her father's bar.
It was a long look at tombstones.
It was like touching something taboo, a tattoo.
Their European cursive, their Basquoise cried out
from soft-skinned aspens whose lolling and creaking
lent their own dour accompaniment.
What wafts in acrid, in musty scents is heftiness of leaves,
context of shadow, the simple complexity of presence
and here beneath her hand and beneath her feet
the smell, the feel of them looking over her shoulder.
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Total pictorial intensity, the stage
spread with expression, the wave
held up for all to see--the circus balance
between feeling & will, the broken
flowing of the dancers, tables arranged
with crystal and oranges, colors
exchanging lines of force like lovers
in lazy luxury of calm desire:
Form from within, worked & re-worked, until I look at last
upon my own mind: until all I see & the world I move in
aspire to be one of my pictures. The blank canvas
easeled near the window waits again
energy of eyes' urge for hand to answer.
Look how it trembles! The Seine
a plane of light, the church
above the bridge, all a bleeding blue. Ah!
but not the piercing blue of Nice, for where
is the star-bright splash of Icarus?
the tiger's stripe? An image--that's all
I am to you! I tell her she doesn't understand. An image,
an image is expression, the form intuition takes,
creates, the refined performance of all I feel & know
of thee. She opposes me, my nerves are bad, my voice
stutters. I feel stuffy as a banker in this shirt
tonight. Shall I strip, paint my body blue
& roll across the scissors?
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Greg Girvan

Carousel
... tripping, we talked about the perpetual
metamorphosis of light, the immanent womb
of the universe and the mega-earthworm of death;
the cruel torment of the winter sun;
the agonized souls of Joplin, Hendrix, Morrison.
And I admitted that once again events happening
in the world had begun to flicker by me,
how I felt as though I was sitting alone
in a movie theater in which the reel
has ended but continues to turn and flap
with deafening rapidity because the projectionist
has either fallen asleep up there
or left the booth unattended.

Barry Ballard

Son_qs In The
limestone
A language still waits down beneath the earth's
crust to be discovered: fossilized clay
that mended the body's difficulty
at translation. Their marrow as brilliant
as the tusks of elephants, their thirst
for the sacred etched through the limestone in multi
layered years of drought and flood . In a chance
of erosion we will one day know them, immerse
our gum-like souls in the souvenir relic
of scarred stone and the petrified olive
branch, rubbing our thumbprints over their journey
of growing old boiling up through acid, pre-Greek
"Ideas" already living outside
their bodies, songs surviving age and disease.

The clock cannot rewind, you said, never recovers,
and then you told me to quit reading Nietzche.
immediately afterward you dropped
your cigarette and started coughing,
wolfing down time, looking at me
as if I should help. The light
sputtered, jagged in its quiescent sloth. We sat on
the front porch, not at any movie--instead,
in front of a lower-class residential tableau.
Your pupils were so wide, detaining the gray ceiling,
your clumsy stare roaming over the paint chips
as your head slanted back.
Since I have come to know the body better,
I replied, the spirit to me is only quasi-spirit.
And I Swear I remember you murmuring: soothsayer
wanderer, you are all too human.
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Kenneth DiMaggio

Ode #3:
To An Old School House Window
And now ...
No more thirty second
bells
that drill clanged loud
enough
to shatter any
thought
pornographic or subversive
which were the only thoughts
you would have
at fourteen and upon graduating
from Nathan Hale Junior High
School in those last days
of June it was like a country
without a leader and
what few students that still showed up
like yourself

--until your class rebellion
opened them last week
And if a small New England
mill town grime and furnace-flavored
pollution was finally able
to dust-settle in
it was into a room empty
except for a few student
desks shoved in a corner
and a few pictures of long sideburned presidents above the blackboard.

could finally hall passfree roam-fully wander and
pause before a tall arched
window in a classroom
that for you and twenty others
was a prison
for most of this year until
this atomic age of blue collar
delinquents got Miss Terwilliger

and then the sound
you never expected to hear

to retire

something
that could still seem truly possible

--the goal of every punk
and hoodlum she taught
since The Great Depression
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the windows that she never let
anybody open

--the squeaking of a window
that you never thought you would close
and on something that
for a moment
you thought you could stop

for one who was still so young
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Mark Jenkins

Fixing A Window
to right itself a few degrees above an acute angle?
In early American homes,
people stencil room walls,
always making one minor mistake,
aware that nothing is perfect,
I'm trying not to think
of that this afternoon,
working on a window leaking air,
something I didn't notice
until the temperature swirled
down and through this gap.
I can't fathom how there can be space
between these two perfect squares inside a rectangle.
Was it so windy the day contractors
installed this window, their already
numb fingers said, good enough?

It is our ideal that fixes memory,
cropping the bad and the unwanted,
tossing them into a corner of our brain,
sometimes their fumes still seep into our life.
Like the weathered pits on once smooth stone,
time in an imperfect polisher.

I uncoil a piece of rubber gasket,
cutting a section, then peel it in two
like a piece of string cheese. Even
though it should be easy enough
to make a V down a straight angle.
It's simpler to imagine
a rock perfectly smooth and round,
then to take a randomly cleaved stone
from a gravel driveway. I wish
this window wouldn't leak on its own,
that it would wait for a brick to settle,
the foundation to shift down on this sandstone bedrock.
Has it been waiting for me to run my finders up this felt
threshhold between the two panes of cold glass, powerless
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Peter Layton

I'm

J. Patrick Roberson

The Soldier

I remember talking.
Saying everything that's fit in a phone booth.
Now they're gone and you're gone.
I couldn't find one to save my life.
Like I couldn't save yours.
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Josh Bledsoe

In the Dream
i am standing
in a kitchen (one i
do not recognize)
and there is a knock
at the door
soi go to answer
but realize i'm
in my underwear (the
black boxer-briefs kind)
i decide to ignore the
knock but suddenly
the door is wide open
with the sun
streaming in
on my half-naked body
and a woman
and little girl
wearing a
cheerleader's outfit
standing in the doorway
staring at me
only the little girl
doesn't seem to notice
my state of dress
and smiles at me
so i move behind
the kitchen counter
while the woman
gives me a look
that seems to convey
i'm a pervert
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i begin to eat
a bowl of soggy cereal
so i can appear busy
but the girl
makes an announcement
anyway
telling me
of the big game
(football?)
to which i must come
when i look up
and realize there are
hundreds of
little cheerleaders
just like her
outside
and a marching band
is playing the fight song
and everyone
is looking at me
in my underwear

in my embarrassment
i move away
from the counter
give the girl a high five
and tell her i will
most certainly
be at the big game
so everyone smiles
and leaves (for the
game i assume)
and i go back
to eating my soggy
cereal and look down
at myself
to see i had
a yellow shirt on
the whole time
i was just
wearing it
tied up at the neck
like an eighties
belly shirt
which somehow
makes me feel
even worse
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John Gorman

American Standar
Knudson, the janitor, loved to tell the story of how he
made his fortune in toilets. While everybody was chasing dreams
of oil and steel riches, which were both pretty much sewn up,
Knudson pursued a very practical, somewhat neglected product
line that wasn't going to become obsolete, so long as the Homo
Sapiens remained civilized.
He sank back in his seat, shoulders sloped, letting a
plume of smoke from his buddy Clarence's cigarette waft his
way. Knudson might as well have been poking his bulbous head
through a cloud in the sky as he thought of the most user
friendly, breathtakingly beautiful toilet shape imaginable. It
haunted him in his dreams its heavenly shape followed by the
most celestial flush, something of a cross between a roaring
rapid and a baby lion yawn. This became the standard.
Clarence's fingers fluttered playing his imaginary trum
pet, he wouldn't, after all, blow the real thing in his buddy's
face. His baby, as he called it, rested in its brown leather case
beside him, underneath a bottle of aspirins. He appraised the
room to see if any of the true jazz aficionados were tucked into
their booths just off the stage end furthest from the bar. There
were fewer honeys than he expected, one however caught his
attention, a blonde, wearing her hair like Rita Hayworth raised
her bejeweled hand to accept a complimentary drink from the
bartender.
Folks were laughing, tossing back shots to keep the
painful stain of mediocrity from sullying their night. Clarence
was their musical puppet. He could stand before them and blow
away their boredom for a few hours with his trumpet and then
by morning they were grateful that they didn't have to settle for
scraps, like him, just to satisfy a foolish whim.
The truth was Clarence was much like them. He was
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a teacher by day, trapped in the same school where Knudson
was the janitor. Though he wanted to, on numerous occasions,
devote himself solely to his trumpet he couldn't break free. Nor
could Knudson who was, in some warped way, growing accus
tomed to the school's dreary confines, the lemon-colored walls,
the stale, almost musty air that lingered in the halls and of
course the constant flood in the boys' bathroom. The flooding,
after all, gave him the inspiration to make his own toilets. He'd
grown tired of draining out the boys' bathroom. The school's
toilets were poorly made, not just because they clogged easily, but aesthetically they weren't much to look at. With just the
right design Knudson figured he could save himself from many
soupy messes, but he also had a hidden agenda, perhaps a
nearsighted sense of optimism better described it, he imagined
that not only schools, but bars, ballparks and mammoth-sized
companies all over the globe would benefit by beautifully crafted
toilets, after all it was known that great enlightenment came
from ruminating in the bathroom, why else did people leave
books and periodicals there. So he burned the midnight oil, at
home, crafting what he thought were improvements to the old
standby.
Just before his buddy Clarence went back on stage, the
trumpet player told Knudson he knew a guy looking to renovate
his restrooms.
"When should I see him?" Knudson asked, wiping his
mouth with the back of his shirt sleeve.
"That's your doing," Clarence said.
"But is it definite, we have an appointment?"
"Man, nothing's definite unless you own a crystal ball."
Clarence downed his last shot of Bourbon. The MC gave
him the cue and it was time for him to return to the stage and
Knudson shook his head, hoping that this time his buddy had
landed him a legitimate lead. They were both supportive of each
other, but the nutty artisans that they were, Knudson with his
porcelain and Clarence with his brass, seldom were they aware
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of the other's needs, aside from both needing a kind ear.
They got together for drinks as often as they could, for
a little brainstorming as they called it, though neither of them
knew a darn thing about the other's business. They just bounced
ideas off each other because nobody else would listen to either
one of them. Clarence never made fun of Knudson's squeaky
voice. If anything he heard the notes he wanted to hit and
would scribble G flats and F sharps onto his napkin.
Neither could recall how exactly it was that they be
came such good buddies, they passed each other in the hall
for years. One time Clarence had to yank Knudson out of the
ceiling, the janitor was chubbier back then. After quite a struggle
they tumbled down the ladder, Knudson landing atop the music
teacher. They really didn't talk much after that, but there must
have been something that brought them together, but by the
time they were on their fourth or fifth round, their heads so full
of booze, they could barely remember their own names; they
gave up guessing and were happy just to have the other as a
considerate drinking buddy.
The crowd went wild when Clarence belted out the first
few notes, especially the honeys. He warmed up with Benny
Goodman, mixed it up with some Tommy Dorsey and just as the
crowd was digging his vibe Clarence tossed in his kooky riffs. His
stuff might have been considered hard Bop, long before there
was soft Bop and the band was usually a bit flummoxed when
he plunged into his adlibbing diatribes. Jimmy Vaughn, the burly
trombonist, rivaled Clarence; his muscular brass got the honeys
hopping up onto the tables.
So Clarence took a potshot, as he was known to do,
whenever the opportunity presented itself; he shoehorned
his melodic commentary in, this time satirizing Jimmy's play
ing style. The audience couldn't help but chuckle at his antics,
but too often he went overboard, squashing out the piano and
blotting out the other horns. Only with Jimmy did he allow for a
healthy rivalry. Clarence let his horn mellow, allowing Jimmy to
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hit his stride, and the trombonist moaned his old, tattered soul
and Clarence hung back, letting Jimmy quake deep in his bones
behind a curtain of smoke. Then let the elephant burst right out
of his trumpet, a deep wail well beyond the trombonist's range.
The trumpeter stretched his range when he spotted a couple of
the t rue jazz aficionados slipping into their booths. They'd stay
a while, but seldom brought along their instruments, not since
Clarence, some years ago with fewer grays in his hair, asked
to jam with them and they obliged him. They sat stirring their
drinks, absently gazing at the trumpeter their brows crinkled
every so often when Clarence tried to wheeze out an impossible
note. Clarence was king of meandering, but oftentimes his mel
odies grew a little too abstract and he pushed himself hardest
when he sensed the great musicians had snuck into the room.
Whenever the audience held their collective jaw agog, lost in his
melodies, he'd slump into a palpable plateau for all the average
ears. By then Clarence was spent. Oh, he could play deep into
the morning when the bitter sun flittered through the lavender
blinds and he did on occasion, but he had gotten to the point
where he'd had enough of the band's bullying in order to tame
his sound; he was on the verge of an enormous breakthrough,
so he continued to blare his trumpet in their noses.
In one sense he was much like his buddy Knudson who
was also on the brink of something huge that was going to ir
revocably change Americana, but unlike Knudson, Clarence was
too pig headed to compromise his artistic integrity.
As a child Knudson was the kid who was always picked
last when there was a pickup game of ball. Nobody wanted him
because he couldn't run fast and though he was huskier than
the other kids he didn't have the oomph to block the smaller
kids from slipping past him during football scrimmages.
What he had was ingenuity, a heck of a lot of it, filling
up his living room turned workshop. He was a crazy inventor
who had, at any given time, a dozen or more toilet models clog
ging up his space. Against better judgment you might call them
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abstract donuts, others kidney-shaped and there were some that
even resembled pancreases, but most of them were rejects and
it took a Herculean effort for him to present them both physically
and mentally. Stumbling into his workshop you could almost
see the innards of his brain, along with his frustrations, perhaps
some of which he had inherited from our primordial forefathers
were the ones who trundled through the first wheels.
He listened to his radio, whenever he toiled over his
toilets, but never to music when he was alone. Knudson tuned
into were the sci-fi programs, confessions from crazed inventors
and occasionally a ballgame; he found the crack of a ball off
Dimaggio's bat almost as sublime as the swish of a well-flushed
toilet.
Clarence gave his buddy a funny look, what you might
reserve for those few souls, who, at any given moment, might
leap right through their skin. It only took a few shots of South
ern Comfort for Knudson to get that glassy look about him,
drunk more on ideas than of booze but Clarence, though he
found him nutty, greatly enjoyed his spirit and dedicated the
last song of the night to his good buddy. Most folks, including
musicians, didn't impress Clarence because few people surprised
him, except for Knudson. Whenever Knudson wriggled his lips
he knew that something unexpected would come out and the in
ventor was grateful to have somebody sit by him to let his spate
of ideas gush ot:Jt.
This was their unspoken agreement.
Knudson showed up without a model when he met with
the owner of Flim Flam.
"What can you do with tiles?" the owner asked.
"I'm not sure what you mean?" Knudson asked.
He knew quite well what the owner was driving at, but
was no longer willing to go about his dream in such a round
about way renovating bathrooms with spackle and sheetrock. So
he let the owner ramble on about fixing up the club's bathroom
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though he'd gotten by, on the cheap, for the past few months.
Wires dangled from the ceiling and both faucet knobs were
missing from the left sink. The truth was the janitor could've
used a few extra bucks to save up for a secondhand car so that
he wou ldn't have to lug his toilets around on that homemade
wooden trolley of his. He thought of what he'd have to sacrifice
by way of man hours that he could better spend building anoth
er model, whenever that first order came in he'd have to make a
full delivery he told himself, there was no time for a middleman,
a distributor.
Knudson left Flim Flam's owner cursing under his
breath. On his own he arranged to meet with a purchasing
agent from a mid-sized company across town. He was owed a
favor by the building's janitor who he happened to loan his good
blazer to, a hand-me-down, given to him by the principal for
promising to keep his mouth shut about the school cafeteria's
rodent problem.
Knudson brought the kidney-shaped model along this
time. People pointed fingers at him as he rolled it on his wooden
trolley. Getting on the bus was quite a chore, the trolley tucked
under his arm while he rolled the toilet up the bus steps. He
ended up chipping some of it.
By the time he got to the office he was sweating pro
fusely. His face was flushed so he wiped himself with a hanky.
There were two oblong sweat stains growing underneath his
armpits. He wished that he had his blazer to cover up the stains,
but if he had his blazer he wouldn't have had his appointment
with the purchasing agent.
He waited in the office since he was told to do so by the
receptionist. He did the itsy bitsy spider to keep himself calm.
The purchasing agent bumbled through the door just as Knud
son's fi ngers 'climbed the water spout.'
Knudson read the purchasing agent's expression all too
well, " How the heck did you lug that thing over here?" Knud
son did what he always did; he pointed down to his homemade
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wooden trolley and the purchasing agent examined the toilet
from many different angles. He kept his hands a few inches
apart as though framing it for a passport photo.
"I'm going to come right out and tell you that this is
quite a specimen and I mean that sincerely," the purchasing
agent said.
"Thank you."
"It's incredible. I've never quite seen anything like it. It
has wonderful proportion and it's so shiny. But I'm not sure this
one's right for us."
"I can make changes."
"Yes, if you could trim a bit off the top and beef up the
middle a bit so that it doesn't look like, I don't know, call me
crazy but it looks a heck of a lot like a pancreas or something."
"No problem. I will be back here next week. I can bring
two, maybe three models along with me. How's that?"
"Now I don't want to put you to any trouble, but if you
insist I think we may be able to give you a shot."
With those encouraging words Knudson went back home
to his workshop and started from scratch, hearing his flush
echoing throughout the universe.
It was a muggy night when Knudson formed the im
age of the most immaculate toilet in his head, when for days
it was bottled up so deep in him he hadn't even started on the
new models. He was stuffing his face with crab cakes when all
of the sudden this image appeared to him, a sleek white toilet,
polished porcelain. An undisputable throne, if ever there had
been one. There it lulled waiting for Knudson to replicate. Mind
you he'd have to work through the night, use up a sick day from
work, but he could probably have, at least, two models for the
purchasing agent.
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Knudson was so delighted by this almost holographic
image he saw before him he didn't even realize he'd been
choking on a bone. He held his chest, trying to cough it up, but

he couldn't free it. His face turned blue. What bitter irony, he
thought, that now with this model of perfection before him he
would keel over. He flailed his arms about as though swimming
toward a mysterious buoy.
He didn't even notice Clarence sneaking up behind him
to perform the Heimlich Maneuver. With two quick thrusts Clar
ence helped shoot the bone right out of Knudson's windpipe.
Instead of Knudson thanking his buddy he cursed him.
"You lousy moron," Knudson said.
"What was I supposed to do watch you choke to death?"
"You always have to stick your nose in somebody's business."
"Oh, so I'm the prick. You bug me with your four flush
ing crap, like a broken record and this is the thanks I get. The
hell with you."
Knudson had already tuned him out and was on all fours
scampering about the floor as if pursuing his prized jewel. In a
way that's just what he lost. The model toilet completely van
ished .
This incident kept the two buddies apart and it was a
real shame, because Clarence needed to bounce ideas off his
buddy, he was so close to cracking a jazz novelty he could almost
taste it. He stayed for many late night jam sessions, he didn't
even bother chasing after the honeys as he once did. His mission
was to carve out whatever had been itching away at him.
Clarence was unlike the other musicians in that he could
go months without hitting skins, while perfecting his new sound
and when he got back into the sack he had no problem kicking anybody out of his bed that didn't let his trumpet under the
sheets. They had to understand that the trumpet was his baby.
Sometimes the fellows snickered when he came into the
room, but the honeys were usually intrigued by his devotion and
figured they could get him to part with his trumpet as least for
the night. Clarence went onto a tear where he remained celibate
until he could crack this novelty out of his system. It was there,
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somewhere inside of him, but without his buddy he seemed lost,
which seemed absurd considering Knudson knew pretty much
nothing about music.
While Knudson was in the coffee shop, taking his cof
fee and cruller, he saw it, his vision, in the newspaper. Some
punk from Kansas City had hit the jackpot landing an industrial
deal with the Electric Company, a one hundred thousand toilet
deal. Knudson could have choked to death, but he didn't. It
was worse. He read through the rest of the article and learned
that this guy named Potter had also sewn up a deal with Major
League Baseball and that they had christened his invention the
American Standard.
All that effort for naught, it didn't seem possible. He set
his sight on toilets because he knew that, unlike oil with their
slippery deals, toilets were ironclad. Nobody wanted to keep
changing around public urinals. He might have focused on the
home-style models, but he knew it was inevitable that sooner or
later this Potter punk would use his patent to fill every bathroom
in the good old US of A.
More than anything Knudson needed a drink. It had
been three weeks since he touched the stuff, but for whatever
reason he felt like squeezing the noise out of his head so he de
cided to go down to the club. It took him a while to even realize
that his former buddy was on stage. The crowd was booing Clar
ence. It was a shocker. Jimmy stepped up with his trombone and
nearly got clunked with a tomato, whoever had thrown it must
not have realized that the trombonist was at center stage. Either
that or they were trying to get him out of the way for blocking
the trumpet player.
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Knudson, himself, was astonished, crinkling his brows,
the boos kept coming but the thing that most shocked him was
the object trapped inside Clarence's trumpet. He stood up and
went over to the stage. It was a plunger. What was Clarence do
ing with a plunger? he thought to himself, wedged in his trumpet

no less. At first he took this as a mocking gesture, but then he
realized that Clarence had no idea that he would be at the club.
Come to think of it Knudson hadn't noticed him in or
out of the school the past few weeks.
Later, in the men's room, he saw Clarence out of the
corner of his eye. Knudson had his face buried into his forearm,
up against the wall as he took his leak.
"What are you crying about? Did you see them booing
me out there?" Clarence said wiping some of the tomato splotch
off his face.
"It's a done deal," Knudson groaned.
"What is?"
"That guy from Kansas City he's got the Electric Com
pany and Major League Baseball all locked up. Every toilet from
the Polo Grounds to Tiger Stadium, all of them are going to
house his urinals."
"Watch where you're shooting you'll piss all over your
shoes."
"Who cares it's hopeless now. What am I going to do?"
"For starters you can wipe those crocodile tears away.
Man, I don't get you sometimes. You almost choke to death and
now you're crying like a bitch. Thank your lucky stars you're still
alive."
"Maybe so, but I've spent years working on my models
and now I haven't a penny to my name."
"Well, how do you think I feel, the manager's kicking
my ass out of here and about what I don't get it?"
"Maybe you shouldn't keep poking fun at people on the
stage."
"But that's just it, I didn't do any of that tonight. I was
completely me."
"Well, actually the folks were probably a bit pissed off
that you were clowning Dizzy Gillespie."
"Come again."
"He is the hot new thing right now."
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Joe Wilkins
"I know who he is, but what do you me mean, hot new

Memory in the

Kitchen

thing."
"The plunger, you know, it's been all over the papers."
"What plunger?"
"The one he shoves into his trumpet."
"Are you shitting me?"
"No, of course not. Where have you been?"
That was just it though. Clarence didn't know where
he'd been and come to think of it he wasn't quite sure where he
was going, but he made a mental note to himself this Knudson
guy was alright, ungrateful mope or not, Clarence figured it was
good having the guy around, whenever he became wallowed in
his petty crap. If he was sometimes a hermit than he needed
his buddy around as did Knudson need him. Had Knudson taken
up Clarence's offers to tag along on the band's road trips he
just might have seen enough foreign toilets to finish his elusive
model.
Two years later Knudson came up with the idea for
urinal cakes to make toilets smell charming. That same night
Clarence hummed a tune that eventually got fleshed out into the
popular tune "Hit the Road Jack." The wolf in a seersucker suit
over at the next table offered the two of them a thousand bucks
apiece for both their ideas. They gladly obliged.
The way they tell the story you'd think the two of them
struck it rich.
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He says, It was the sudden
cold and headlights
into darkness, a Jackrabbit,
eyes astonished, pulling
its broken body from the road.
That night is different
for me, I tell him.
There was someone saying,
We have to go now,
then a fumbling with mittens,
grass cracking beneath our steps,
storm of the engine, stars
slipping from their places
in the sky. Our mother turns
from the oven, It wasn t like that,
wasn t like that at all.
There was only your father,
still and pale on a metal table.
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Reid Bush

Species Sadness
"Sad's sad," she says--my wife-when I ask her if she thinks the sadness
the mother rabbit feels about our dog Jack's
killing her three four-inch babies in their nest
is different from what a squirrel mother or fox
mother feels in that situation. "It's the same,"
she says, "for them or for the snail mother
or for me. Sad's always the same."
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Brad Barrett

Untitled

R. Christopher Meadows

The Observer
I began to see man as a prism, one side consisted of the ob
server, as the other two broke the light into divisions. The dark
side reeling in the bleak desperation existing within man, his
reason as uncertain and obscure as the deepest bowels of the
blackest oceans, oceans of time, black & blue, melancholy and
grey, vying for life not to drown him, knowing it would spoil his
day ... trudging, and dawdling ... hard and long are his days
... then drooling in his longing, gnashing and writhing in his
turmoil. half gone, and lost, and half mad he is as night falls,
thirsting, pleading to all of the god's that he may drink from
their spring of new life, and bend into that otherworldly side ...
Where man attacks life with a barrage of desireous appetites
... never content--always thristy, ready to embrace everything,
from the brush of the finger tips over a wild sage thicket, to e;3t
ing the falling snow that rolls through the Rocky Mountains like
bodies of enormous white fat fluttering, and creeping between,
and over, and through jagged muscles of mountains ... only to
wash it all down warmly in your teeming belly of life with a cup
of hot coffee from a rustic diner for rubes five minutes outside
of Beckley. Simultaneously living, not merely existing, but truly
living ... making a mark, crashing down a thunderous-clap of
puncuating greatness for some forlorn soul to read in another
esoteric lifetime ... staring sullen into their own perfectly crafted
prism of uncertainty ... scared to dare/bend, yet brave to fall. I
am merely the observer living this duality ...

Jeremy Price

Nocturnal Routes of
Cortez
I fished the last streams of silicone streets;
wandered green and yellow in phosphor light.
There was a directory, a bus stop wind shelter
with skin of leaflets each so important to their creator.
"Midnight! Viscious days of midnight."
Tasted metal with frictionless fingertips and
x-ray eyes I walked on rice-grain glass.
The inertia of the night, the blotted stars,
the scattered-glass stars that screamed, "The evening
is fire mixed in milk stay home!"
Right angles loomed terrible, concrete crates
that contain women to roost, stay home!
Answered stars like Romeo, in castle lights
shadow the coughs from coffins, told last stories.
The movies, nothing but cucumber plot and rewrought jokes.
Like recycled iron statues still not art.
Like men who sweat in fear of crying, "This is not enough!"
Like hard pen strokes of suicide notes,
the last gasp desperation visible in form.
Stating nothing but, "My day is not over yet it is too
much."
Like scented letters criticizing brown
days in summer all through pressure, all with vice
Orange light everywhere in safe cafes, huge in brightness,
So so small in optics, yet brimming with Elvis and James
Dean.
Bartered with camel bitten cheek stubs
and the blue stars we loved as children in pasts that
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Robert Lee Mahon

make wretched plays.
Plagiarizing Beckett at every step, but with dignity of form.
An out, a card of cable wire, a tweeze
of intoxication short of madness, but beyond safe
investments.

Al Bundx Suffers
from March
Madness
It was an annual refrain--like a chorus
Actually: "Why do you have to sit up till all hours

Nights spent searching empty suburb back streets
guarded by cops, dogs, lost sixteen-year-old rescuers
We became pirate-bandits, guns loaded, having
accepted death before knowing life.
Life! contagious like cello notes and the plague
French street invaded by blue fog as much
as black death and epic language.
Mix of anesthesia assonance, hallucinogenic
symbols of lackluster drug writing and
empty coffee cans strapped to feet
Those green eyes, those large green eyes,
My God.

Watching a bunch of kids ... "
He might have said--but never did-"Why, to avoid lurching into you in the middle of the night."
Instead, he hunkered down in the flickering light
Of the screen, wielding his clicker like a weapon (or a wand),
And also did not speak of purity, play, innocence and
Other things long lost. Nor did he speak of power,
Or erections unattainable and unsustainable. Nor of the bower
Of refuge provided by these electron youths, their fight
Against gravity providing some honey of peace for being alone in
the middle of the night,
Their leaps like swans in flight, taking Leda with a slam
Dunk ... No. He is speechless--he who is beyond even erectile
dysfunction.
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Sam Kelly

Lonely Attic

William Meyer

Fuckin' Up In
Lufkin
The woman on 1V
was ugly as sin
-- the kind that Edwards
condemned in sermons without fire
-- a common prostitute,
uncommonly pregnant,
sucking air with rotten teeth
and vowing to be happy, now
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Glenn Sheldon

The Art of Trading
The snow softens the eye's
fence making.
The fragile horizon
wants its palms read,
all 24-hours of them.
Trapped by the blizzard
with my African friend
who's never seen snow before,
I tell him of icebergs at war.
There are no books in this house.

Glenn Sheldon

Lingering Winter
Wrecked ships, when they dissolve,
remain puzzles to solve over wine
from Chile. The weather in windows
isn't the storm that shows up in
the mind with extravagant luggage.
The Atlantic isn't the easiest guest,
its rhythms bragging of widow's walks
it wants to build on one's lifelines,
no matter one's sex or one's hexing.
Still, we use the Ouija board as if
we're outsourcing our grief to the lost.
But drowned sailors are a dime a dozen.

There are shadows to read.
We both get dressed and find
that meditation has taken the day off!

I've gone out in storms, rowboats as rue,
the roaring wearing redemption's masks.
There's joy in being between apocalypses.

We build snowmen
without faces.
It's no day for eyewitnesses.
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Rene F. Cardenas

I Know How It Will
End
I know how it will end,
uncouth and contrary;
even nature whirls in despair for each instance
we please no one, we accost
fame and fortune, with a slap.

All our isms have turned
To ash in a whirlwind.
Untaintedly, we remember the little, the foamed surf
Pounds in our ears, no one comes
To visit, the day is farced with dull routine.

It is all esodic, going somewhere without meaning.

With each year, we glory in having won our tontine,
or close to it,
forgetting names. We number the hellos
and alohas by the bazillion,
goodbyes are etched deeply in our souls;
were we to attest to longevity, we would dodder about,
forgetting to name our folk.
The prime aim is to lift the spoon up, to assess
the tots gamboling before us.
The morning is shivery, our site is filled with strangers
who want us to move,
to be still, to take our food.
Someone is playing a sitar in the adjoining room,
the pitch is better in the evening.
Someone asks us about our pillow,
the offerer presents a drug.
We are no longer glad, which is for fools.
A guy named Ariah croaked last night,
Stiff in the morning,
Mouth agape, staring at the empty ceiling.
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H.E. Wright

Can't We All Just
Politic Along?

Ira Joel Haber

Two Women Again

for C. Chaplin and R. Polanski
i wish we could
go back
to the old days
when movie stars-
stripped of their scripts-didn't think
or talk
or move.
but just raped little girls
and ran away to france.
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Vince Stamey

Into The Sea
The old fisherman at day's end,
his deck scrubbed, catch on ice,
profit spent on fuel and bait and rent,
sat at the bar, his big hand bent
on a glass of Irish whiskey,
and with his arms, spotted and scarred
from a sailor's life in the shipwreck sun
and knuckles cursed by salt,
the cruel rigging of his craft
and the dark harness of an empty sea,
he lifted drink to peeling lips
and whispered, "Jesus Christ--"
It was his last long cast into the sea.

Hugh Jones

Brown County Stay
I drove fast by the
folded map in simpler
search for simple me,
pulled hard by tugs of such
drawn ego, so to make me
belt out boffos in a rural style.
That country grange did nicely,
thank you, me to hail from up
my piney porch like nearly all
the maidens' dawdles, smiling;
trips with mine to search for
fruited stains, cards like me
whose trample woodsy~~
laughter panting hopeful.
Oak trees stared mute as we
rustled in the leaves--two
giddy champions of naught,
bumpkins soon out of summer.
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Zebulon Huset

Just Barely

Rent money blown with the wind
into broken plates and soup bowls,
ramen noodles, peanut butter sandwiches,
shoelace belt, socks with holes.
Two sticks of Juicy Fruit for the next
three days 'til I'm paid and can buy
another pack for the week, maybe
Kool-Aid, loaf of bread, rent, I ...
I don't get much more, phone, bus fare
(which isn't), perhaps some thrift shop clothes
My generic Kleenex ran out now I
only have want ads to blow my runny nose.
The only things I have left I may lose,
If an alcoholic, I'm sure I'd spend my smile
for booze, my laughter for more to laugh at
when it's been there all the while.
Ironies of wrinkled shirts and damp jeans
with no clothes line, lamp shade no bulb,
I saw by candle light 'til it burned out,
and answered the phone 'til no one called.
Gave my lucky quarter to the wash machine,
read my last book last week, now I solely read
ramen packages and generic cereal bags;
but it's going great Mom, I only need
some real life experience. I love my job,
bussing tables is like a dream though I rarely
sleep. Sit in a used chair watching the wall
where the TV would be, I'm great, but just barely.
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A.D. Winans

Reflections 11

the young Panamanian girl
sitting alongside her sister
in slip and bare feet
reading a comic book
and chewing on bubble gum
at a brothel called the
Teenage Club
waiting for the first
GI's to arrive
six girls lined-up
like bowling pins
rooted to their chairs
with zombie-like stares
doing a woman's thing
inside a child's body
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Mark Wisniewski
I:

OTB at Dusk

II
I,

11

the day's action
is all but over &
night racing
hasn't begun

& no one is left
except maybe 1

II

of the afternoon's 2 or 3 winners
as well as a few losers
who still believe
in themselves
or the 6-horse
or God
or luck
or don't believe in anything

II

or don't belong
elsewhere
these gentlemen chat
as if I can't hear

arguing
about whether they could
leave & never return
one declares
all gamblers hopeless
while others digest figures
most of them have
more cash on hand
than the average CEO

& rarely win
& when they do
their useless tickets flutter
to their feet as they collect
but the amateurs are gone

& sometimes
between races
you'll find the stillness
of a cathedral just opened
to daylight

recalling inanities
of a former horseplayer who
passed on--

h

or did he remarry?-II
,,11

I,

I
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Wesley Sparks

Second Tour
Have you ever gone to the movies by yourself at midnight?
It's thirty-five degrees out and trying to snow.
Buy popcorn and pop, put too much salt on the popcorn, have
to throw it away.
. They gave you the wrong ticket so you walk into that movie
without noticing.
You tell yourself you are there for a distraction.
Actually it is just quiet enough for you to think about every
thing.
When should you tell them?
Should you tell her? You know how she will react.
The television argues about the deception and lack of
strategies.
Believing it all hardly helps when you are the one being pointed
to.
The opening credits have just finished.
Already you are making the list of things to do when you get
home.
Cancel the lease, turn off the water.
Update your will and make sure the blood type is right on your
dog tags.
At least you know what to do.
The first time you were only eighteen.
So pathetic you cried and felt so afraid and weak.
No more foolish worrying.
You don't think about your safety anymore,
You just worry who is going to mow the lawn at the park.
That was your job. They liked having you mow the grass on
Fridays.
They will have to find someone else.
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and cancellations.
Within a week you will no longer be the resident of your home.
One month later it is time to get shots.
The anthrax is the worst.
Of course they lost your shot record; have to get them all again.
The long flight means the new guys will be cheering that they
are gonna "Get some!"
An awful sit in a crowded English airport, where you are ignored .
The protestors have written you off, you are a non-event.
Only when your parents search through old pictures of you
for the local newspaper 'Salute to Fallen Heroes' will those
people notice.
You are the necessary evil. If you don't die then they have less
to fight against.
When your face breaks through the open doorway the light is
relentless.
Just like you remembered.
Is it time to turn on, or turn off?
Turn off feelings, the old guys say it is easier that way.
"First platoon on me!"
You start to pick up speed.
Jogging now trying to stay with the group.
Running, panting under the body armor.
You know now you are a whore.
Sold your body for twelve hundred dollars a month.
You forgot to tell the park you can't mow anymore.

It only takes days to close accounts, withdraw, send in notices
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B.Z. Niditch

Crane's Longitude
Remembering the Vineyard
of early August aroma
when roses rule the street
the wind shivered graffiti
and bloody orange kayaks
drowned awash the sea
now violent in bristling heat.
Surly little copters
took off bewildered
by gulls' noisy skywriting
and you by riverbed pose
veiled by ex camera sunshine
shatter run glasses of sailors
wanting to dive
in riptide waters
poems adrift in the wind
cut off the flashlight ocean.

Nancy Cherry

Hercules
It's those long days wielding a hammer
meant to pound, and the hauling
that wears him to the bone.
Arms still timber and stubborn muscle
willing to flex and spring
but at night his knees ache
and the elbows deviled by pain.
even with the gray in his hair,
he believes he's immortal
though the myth ended years ago
when he fell out of grace with the trees.
What can I tell you?
You're getting old. You're wearing down.
You spend your weekends.
in bed watching the young gods
ram themselves into each other
and believe you are there,
galloping across the green
fields you imagine
to be paradise.
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Mark Jenkins

Ge9%ge

Wa.shington
Reconsiders
th e Crossing

We are so close to something red and white.
Snow, rain and high winds are not advantageous.
Even my blue felt hat can only take so much.
This small rowboat. The Delaware in front of me.
The Hessian soldiers on the New Jersey side,
sleep off their Christmas excess.
This day will not be repeated,
if given up for bad weather.
They will not expect us,
not if their coats could get soggy.
They rely too much on common sense
and ceremony. Officers polish their silver
neck pieces, perfect targets for sharpshooters.
Beaten around in our own forests and farms
we've failed enough at so many places.
God, I don't have any lofty aims,
no crown to wear or portrait to sit for.
Covered in blankets, I watch the river slow.
Ice already reflects the dim moon.
I put my first foot into the boat
I know too many of my men '

Lance Calabrese

Snapshot
(She'd not've known, able so long)
--this forced stare beyond the foment
in her gut, its roil held at the base
of her throat. With metronomic
blinks she staves the smile's rise
controlling panic like an old hand's
palsy. (Her sense of objects
continued wilting sepia like
an untouched photograph)--this dull
expression in family portraits
where moist eyes are fixed,
their subsurface chuckle
without conceit, rather relishing
clandestine despair as her flimsy
hand wrangles an image, holding
forth with propriety. (She'd
offered it for scrutiny forgoing
qualms or any hint)--this snapped
instant of weakness rises beyond
suspicions simply turning
her gaze aside after the flash-(she curled then like a dead edge).

are watching me, waiting for something
to come of independence.
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Anne Whitaker

Fiona
An incubator in the ICU
you, trussed like a Christmas turkey
in an airtight basting bag ...
tangled wires invade your every orifice
and prison you in space-age technology.
Little space traveler, where are you from ...
eyes squeezed shut to avert
the terror of this premature landing
in this stranger-than-fiction world
of medical science.

Marge Piercy

Dirty A:lmost
Spring
Dirty almost spring.
Fields rough and dull as an old
dog's coat. Patches of sleek
mud lie over hard deep frozen
soil. Ice speckled like granite.

Bulbs raise dented spears an inch,
two inches huddled against
foundations. The snow has gone
from the beds like a careless
lover exposing papers,
used condoms, torn branches,
bones of a mangled rabbit.
Everything looks exhausted
as if winter had sucked the green
energy from tree and bush.
Yet I hear the orgy of the peepers
like sparklers on the 4th going
off in the marsh. A kind of haze
cloaks branches. The year turns
slowly creaking on it hinges.
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John Grey

Perfect And Then
Not bad you're thinking. Not quite an estate
but it's a good strong baseball wallop to the back fence
as long as you aimed between the ancient oaks
and if the garden were any more lush and serene
it would be Eden.
And look at the skin. So spiritual, they taste
of wafer pressed gently on the tongue.

But cancer was what the doctor said.
And his voice still kicks inside your head.
He may as well have told you the back fence
is falling down, the garden's full of grubs,
the house is riddled with termites, your husband
cheats, the kids are fated to be criminals.
Mutineer cells that you didn't plant, didn't plot,
didn't marry or give birth to ...
oh God, that wafer burns your tongue.
You dare now swallow. It's the last one.

Don't even have to look at the house behind you.
You hump it easily like a shell on a tortoise's back.
It's your vision made wood and brick.
You didn't drive in one nail
but you looked over the architect's shoulder,
felt like you sat on each one like
those cartoon devils and angels,
prodding with the fork, caressing with the wing.
And that construction company really felt your tongue.
You came so close to spitting the wafer.
And here come the children running out to play.
They know enough to not disturb the blooms, the vegetables.
You kneaded them close, you molded them from a distance.
Their freedom that they think they feel
is just the leash you know you hold.
You hear the clatter of your husband in the cellar.
It's his workshop but he builds for you.
It's a close family ... like the Lord's Prayer, words
and sentiments picked apart and remade into people.
How well they've turned out.
You savor the wafer.
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Rene F. Cardenas

Graffiti on the Mind
Wall
The streets of Las Vegas argue with folly.
Persons named Fred are rarely sailors, jailers or mailers.
Psychic needs tend toward the elliptical.
After teeing, hoist a scotch or some guarana
or whatever grabs your yang, good golly, miss Molly.
Anyone disgruntled with testacies should seek revolution.
Anyone acting as annoyer should never labor nor gamble.
Use the phone or get the web and cage a martin,
i.e., prove your evolution.
Do not zig when you should yin, anything mere
is less than main. Hone your senses, get a seeing-eye blog.
Be an airman or join the infirmary and ask for tasse for sure-
leave your arms bare, watch for tigers.

Luis Benftez

Atavisms
Old houses were scaffolding once
And workman whistling
-Thomas£ Hulme
Like an old hallucination
to which we are accustomed to:
to its repeated invasion,
to its excesses, it's almost routine
to be a piece of furniture, a television program
that the screen sends back for years.
Like a relative that keeps on the phone.
Like a salesman insisting with the bell,
an ex-girlfriend that sends letters and letters,
a fine of the time, an unavoidable word,
a cliche, the used pet-phrase of the thought;
Hke a pavan that we repeat without remembering the author,
its title, the moment where we heard it for the first time.
So it comes once and again
this unexplainable certainty,
this secret that we hide from everyone
and from ourselves
when we can--of course-and when we cannot, we see it in its huge length,
its upsetting symmetry,
their liquid horizons, their dooms, their dens,
their familiar ways to arrive at our centers,
there, where someone bends the head,
admits it, even though he does not resign yet.
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Alan Britt

Chanelle Vida Britt
(After Harry Nilsson)

To see the shadow of the beast that we are
at each act and everyday
guilty and not guilty and the third.
We are the building that is afraid
of the clamor where the foundations are based
'
because the old shadow that looks like us
still crosses at ease the half darkness
and the directions of its cellar towards the rooms
and opens--from while to while--the room where we have
lunch
with so many well-educated and smiling guests.
That is him, they point out, and stare at us,
where we are, at the head of the table
'
and also at the threshold of the half-opened door.
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It's taken me forever
to remember you.
I bolted the door.
I had to.
But now I realize
that at least once in awhile
when I gaze down our sad, narrow hallway
on Northway Road,
I'd rather have even a fleeting glimpse of you
tossing your ghostly head,
mouth half-open,
daring me to play,
than live completely without you.
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Michelle Barias
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The Mortician
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I bring home fruits and vegetables; they pick out their favorites.
But the others, they're gone forever.
They come back and visit sometimes.
Sometimes I go and visit them.
It is usually too much of a hassle though ; I get exhausted from
digging.
I love them all, I crave for more of them .
I need them more than their real families do.
I am not selfish, just lonely.
Insanity such as this just might drive me to speed up the
fatality process.

I
I
I

The lighting is agony dark; the rancid air is lukewarm like their
effervescent bodies.
When I come home from the grocery store on Sunday
afternoons, I hear them whispering about me as I lock the front
door.
Later in the day, they pick out their favorite fruits and
vegetables; Agatha's favorite is jade snow peas.
When I bring them to her, I am perplexed at which are her tepid
fingers and which are edible.
I see all of the casualties as my entertainment.
No, I do not dress them in hilarious clown outfits or lousy
astronaut suits for my gratification.
I take care of them as a favor, and they keep me company to
repay their debt.
They lie there with smiles on their faces awaiting their full-body
spa makeover.
They adore the feeling of my hands on their putrefying bodies.
Occasionally I sing to them, only the classic numbers.
It depends on their age.
Tiny Timmy Sawyer was only four; I sang to him songs from
The Wizard of Oz.
He always grinned a little.
From time to time they'd like to hear me read to them.
At those times, I chose what I liked.
When their time comes to dance on the catwalk, I applaud their
vivacity.
They have me to thank.
Before they are put into the welcoming
Ground, their families recall their lives and howl.
We depart from each other, and sooner or later a few more join
my family.
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Patrick D. Mackay

The Vocabulary of
Dopamine
The drugs speak a different language,
Their time zone shifty as a fly

Are all a unique shape: real acts,
Real ax, relax. The echoes distill
Themselves, thank goodness hell's on holiday,
Beats like a dream upon reality's door.

Having a smashing time at life's window,
Dopamine vocabulary parachute high,
The float down syllables ticking slur.
Whitewashed, yesterday is a canvas
Ready for its make-up brush.
Did you see it? Did you plan th is?
Somewhere neutral-time says don't rush;
The world is a flip flop game of blur.
Condensed, the minutes one can almost touch
Play hopscotch until they explode.
You thought you had a key to your plane
But are locked out, feel, don't know,
Know too much, know it all, plummet now,
An unchained sun into the ocean.
Was it that you broke when the world showed you
The refined meaninglessness of all jobs?
Was it that disbelief became so true
That you fell into the city's gears?

It was challenging to live in three places at once.
One moment cracked and gravity hit
The hands that tried to hold love.
A snow fell in your heart until it
Made white your words, their cold proof
Full of multiple meanings like crystals
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Wolf Larsen

Revolution in
Happy Sauce
We can zip a poem to sky!, write the poem exploding
heads! Or run and swirl a poem and dance a tree and earth
quake a song! The poem could erode its own walls and fly
yelling north! -south! -east! -west!, the train might fantasize
a city in it now. And a splash of cities could eat through the
window and become an up around painting, we can drink drugs
and walk like schizophrenic planets and sing-neon -si!ng-ne!on
-si!ng ne!on or we could erase all the cities and sit together na
ked in an empty empty world, stam!pede -con!quer -ra!vish -u!p
-so write your eyes or run and run the words and swallow your
own children, knife slashes? knife slashes?
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Barry Ballard

Inside the Glass
Walls
After the black professor was beaten
in New Orleans, things changed and nudged us at work.
We all stand next to the person meant
to revoke this travesty, the glass walls reversed
in their tole of keeping us inside. Our
hands cup our conscience up against the framed
picture of concrete-bordered trees and an hour
of sky as lean as the depleted day
has meant it to be. My black friends are still
my friends, though we all wait for our rage to strike
the rigid panes, and crack this racist's trance
from its chained ankle to the jugular, fill
the room's damp air with the smell of his plight,
and scream over the intercom, "I am, I am."
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the guy who's been
struck by lightning
walks by
he's shaking with
his high life and
his hair's a mess

gets us out of
there faster
the blonde is
dragging the brunette
out anyway

the brunette
is a real bitch
she's yelling at the guy
and she's got a hold
of my coat and
is trying to put it on
now she's grabbing
at my buddy's
ass through his jeans
I don't have
much to say
to the blonde
except that I
haven't been
laid in a while
my friend says
not to say
things like that
but I figure it
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Barry Ballard writes to us from Burleson, Texas. His most
recent collection is called A Body Speaks Through Fence Lines
(Pudding House, 2006).

Lance Calabrese is a self-taught poet and a native to Califor
nia .
Christopher Calhoun is a student at Wright State University.

Michelle Barias is writing to us from Houston, Texas.
Thomas Robert Barnes is writing to us from Tahoe Paradise,
California, where his hobbies include fly-fishing, skiing, and row
ing.
Brad Barrett, nicknamed " Black Metal" to his friends, is a pho
tographer from Dayton, Ohio. His favorite activites are pinhole
and editorial photography. He travels, writes, and drinks honey
mead in his spare time.

Rene F. cardenas has been published in a myriad of liter
ary journals besides Nexus and is writing to us from Manassas,
Virginia .
Nancy Cherry is a writer from Sebastopol, California, lodged
somewhere between the ocean and the vineyards. She teaches
writing workshops locally, and has a small press called Redfruit
Books.
Craig Cotter is a talent that resides in Pasadena, California.

Luis Benit ez is a native of Buenos Aires, Argentina. Member of
the Latin-American Academy of Poetry, the Argentinean Society
of Writers, and the Argentinean Foundation of Poetry, Benitez
has published nine books of poetry and two novels.
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Kenneth DiMaggio is a writer from Hartford, Connecticut.

Matt Birdsall is a student at Wright State University.

Jesse Ferguson is a graduate student at the University of New
Brunswick and he also works on the Ottawa literary journal,
Bywords, and the Fredericton journal, The Fidd/ehead.

Josh Bledsoe is a student at Wright State University, where he
frequents Dr. Pacernick's poetry workshop and steals pumpkins
from old people's porches.

Greg Girvan, a graduate of Slippery Rock University, grew up
in Pennsylvania. He now edits an entertainment magazine in
Phoenix, Arizona.

Alan Britt teaches English and Creative Writing at Towson
University. He occasionally publishes the international literary
journal, Black Moon, from Reisterstown, Maryland, where he
lives with his wife, daughter, two Bouviers des Flandres and two
formerly feral cats.

John Gorman is a New York City writer. He doesn't much care
for fancy-ass coffee, and prefers buying his cup from the same
pushcart guy every day. Currently, he is petitioning against big
cable companies for not putting The Great Space Coasterback
on the air.

Reid Bush is an award-winning talent that resides in Louisville,
Kentucky. His hobbies include writing and outsmarting backyard
squirrels.

John Grey is submitting to Nexus from Providence, Rhode
Island, where he is relishing the release of his latest book, What
Else Is There (Main Street Rag).
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Peter J. Grieco, a graduate of SUNY Buffalo, New York, has
taught poetry in several countries, including Turkey and Korea.
He currently teaches as an adjunct professor at Buffalo State
College.
Ira Joel Haber is a native to Brooklyn, New York, where he is
a sculptor, painter, book dealer, teacher and writer.
Jennifer Harmer is a graduate student at Wright State Univer
isty.

Dennis Herrell is submitting his writing from Houston, Texas.
Zebulon Huset is a writer from Minnesota, although he is
currently a resident of San Diego. He is also the recipient of the
2005 Grossmont College Creative Non-Fiction Award.

Peter Layton is writing to us from Lakewood, california.
Rebecca Lilly, a writer from Charlottesville, Virginia, has pub
lished two collections of poetry, You Want to Sell Me a Small An
tique (winner of the Peregrine Smith Poetry Prize) and Shadwell
Hills.
Patrick D. Mackay has been published in magazines, journals,
reviews, anthologies, and tabloids. A product of Venice, Santa
Monica (near the canals and just a stone-throw away from the
ocean), Mackay also enjoys cooking "like a dog salivates over a
bone."

Robert Lee Mahon, previously published in our journal, is sub
mitting to us from East Central College in Union, Montana.

R. Christopher Meadows is submitting to us from Mayfield
Mark Jenkins, currently residing in Louisiana, completed his
MFA at Bowling Green State University in 2004.

Heights, Ohio.

William Meyer submits to us from Texas.
Hugh Jones is a veteran of Nexus, having been published on
multiple occasions. He is submitting to us from Bedford, Indi
ana, where he lives with his wife, who is likewise an Indiana
University graduate.

Sam Kelly is a student at Wright State University who has skills
in numerous fields of the arts, especially poetry and photogra
phy.

Jennifer Money is an inspiration to her peers at Wright State
University. When she's not riding the RTA through the down
town streets of Dayton, Ohio, she enjoys high-fiving fans of Bob
Dylan, snapping her fingers at coffee shop-style poetry readings,
and following her passions to wherever they lead her.

B.Z. Niditch is the founder and artistic director of The Original
Theatre in Boston.

Christ ian Knoeller is an Associate Professor of English at Per
due University. A Millennium Prize winner, she has taught writing
and literature at the college level for twelve years.

Simon Perchik has been called "the most widely published un
known poet in America," by the Library Journal. He has published
sixteen volumes of poetry and has had several appearances in

Wolf Larsen is a by-word among the Nexus literary staff. He is

Nexus.

known for his ability to mold and bash grammar into poems in
any matter that he pleases.
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Marge Piercy is a name that requires no introduction. A New
York Times Bestselling author of seventeen novels, seventeen
volumes of poetry, and the critically acclaimed memoir Sleeping
With Cats, The Boston Globe has called Marge Piercy "a cultural
touchtone." A native of Detroit, this feminist, activist, teacher,
and poet has been deemed "the sweetest poet we've met thus
far" by the Nexus staff.
Karen R. Porter is writing to us from Mays Landing, New Jer
sey, where she does conservation field work.

Wesley Sparks is a student at Wright State University.
Vince Stamey is currently enrolled in Antioch University in Yel
low Springs, Ohio.
Anthony Walstorm is submitting to us from Spain. Well trav
eled, widely published, and self-taught, Walstorm composed
his first poem in French, while working at a chocolate factory in
Switzerland.
Anne Whitaker is writing to us from Yellow Springs, Ohio.

Jeremy Price is a Wright State University creative writing ma
jor who has no idea he is currently being published by Nexus.
Is this legal? We don't think so, but we're pretty sure he doesn't
read our journal anyway. A unique writer and poet, it is also ru
mored that he has the actual battle plan Pilsudski used to defeat
the Soviets at Warsaw tattooed on his back.
J. Patrick Roberson is a student at Wright State University,
where she studies English and TESOL. A fan of ninjas, coffee,
and kittens, as opposed to William Bulter Yeats, Roberson is an
aspiring Japanese English teacher.
Lucas Scott Roberts is an Ohio native who loves to write. He
is considered by some to be strange and funny. He is submit
ting to us due to the urging of his creative writing professors at
Wright State University.
Glenn Sheldon is an Associate Professor at the University of
Toledo in Ohio, where he teaches creative writing and cultural
studies.
Rick Smith has been published numerous times in Nexus. His
latest volume of poetry, The Wren Notebook, has been pub
lished by Lummox Press.
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Joe Wilkins is a poet that is writing to us from Moscow, Idaho.
A.D. Winans is submitting to us from San Francisco, california.
Mark Wisniewski, a Pushcart Prize winner, is submitting to us
from Lake Peekskill, New York. Critically acclaimed, Wisniewski is
also the recipient of the 2006 Tobias Wolff Award.
H.E. Wright's poetry chapbook, Tucked-in Shirt won the 2003
Permafrost Chapbook Competition. A native to Utah, you can
find this writer hanging out with disreputable dogs, lecherous
barflies, and public school teachers.
Neal Zirn is a native to the Bronx, which has its influence in his
art. He also works as a chiropractor and an exhibiting painter
and printmaker.
Nadav Zohar is a film student at Wright State University. He
is also the only artist to this day to ever storm violently into our
office and demand an explanation for why his work hadn't yet
been accepted into our issue. Despite his own retirement from
poetry, he still finds comfort in telling other poets when their
work sucks (preferably to their faces).
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